
Witness the Breathtaking Northern Lights: A
Short Trip to Iceland

Have you ever dreamt of witnessing the magical dancing ribbons of color in the
night sky? The Northern Lights, also known as Aurora Borealis, offer an
otherworldly experience that leaves spectators in awe. Among the best places on
Earth to catch this celestial display is the beautiful country of Iceland. In this
article, we will take you on a virtual journey to witness the breathtaking Northern
Lights on a short trip to Iceland.

Land of Fire and Ice: Iceland

Iceland, with its captivating landscapes, dramatic coastlines, and active
volcanoes, is truly a land of fire and ice. Located on the edge of the Arctic Circle,
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it provides an ideal vantage point for witnessing the Northern Lights. This small
island nation attracts thousands of tourists each year who are eager to explore its
natural wonders.
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Chasing the Northern Lights

With the right conditions and a bit of luck, you can catch a glimpse of the elusive
Northern Lights. These mesmerizing displays occur when electrically charged
particles from the Earth's magnetosphere collide with atoms and molecules in the
Earth's atmosphere. The result is a stunning light show featuring dancing ribbons,
swirls, and waves of vibrant colors.

Iceland is known for its clear skies and minimal light pollution, making it an
optimal location for spotting the Northern Lights. While they can be seen
throughout the country during the winter months, the best chances are outside of
Reykjavik, the capital city. The rural areas in the south, west, and north offer
darker skies, providing a higher probability of witnessing this natural
phenomenon.

The Ideal Itinerary

A short trip of around 5-7 days is a great way to explore the diverse landscapes of
Iceland and increase your chances of experiencing the Northern Lights. Here's a
suggested itinerary:

Day 1: Arrival in Reykjavik

Upon arrival at Keflavik International Airport, you will be greeted by the crisp
Icelandic air and breathtaking scenery. Transfer to your hotel in Reykjavik and
take this day to explore the charming capital city. Enjoy the local cuisine, visit
iconic landmarks like Hallgrimskirkja Church, and learn about Icelandic culture at
museums such as the National Museum of Iceland.

Day 2: Golden Circle Tour



Embark on a Golden Circle Tour, which includes visiting the world-famous Geysir
geothermal area, where you can witness the erupting hot springs. Explore the
majestic Gullfoss waterfall, often partially frozen during winter, and take in the
stunning views of Thingvellir National Park, a UNESCO World Heritage Site
where the American and Eurasian tectonic plates meet.

Day 3: South Coast Expedition
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Head towards the south coast and discover mesmerizing landscapes along the
way. Marvel at the mighty Skógafoss and Seljalandsfoss waterfalls, walk along
the black sand beaches of Reynisfjara, and explore the otherworldly landscapes
of Vatnajökull National Park. After an adventurous day, relax and recharge in the
tranquil village of Vik.

Day 4: Snæfellsnes Peninsula

Embark on a journey to the Snæfellsnes Peninsula, known as "Iceland in
Miniature" due to its diverse landscapes. Explore the charming town of
Stykkishólmur, visit the iconic Kirkjufell Mountain, and hike through the lava fields
and volcanic craters of Snæfellsjökull National Park. Take a moment to soak in
the beauty of this unique region, guaranteed to leave a lasting impression.

Day 5: Northern Lights Hunt
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Today is the day you've been eagerly waiting for – the chance to witness the
Northern Lights. Join a guided tour that will take you away from the city's lights
and into the dark countryside, increasing your chances of seeing this
mesmerizing phenomenon. Revel in the vibrant colors illuminating the night sky
and create memories that will stay with you forever.

Day 6: Blue Lagoon Relaxation
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After the excitement of the previous night, it's time to relax and unwind in the
famous Blue Lagoon. Bask in the warmth of the geothermal waters, surrounded
by stunning volcanic landscapes. Indulge in spa treatments, take a silica mud
mask, and let the healing waters rejuvenate your body and mind.

Day 7: Departure

It's time to say goodbye to Iceland, but the memories will stay with you forever.
Depart from Keflavik International Airport with a sense of awe and wonder for the
natural beauty you've witnessed. As you fly back home, you'll already plan your
next trip to this incredible country.

An enchanting journey to Iceland, the land of fire and ice, promises an
unforgettable experience of witnessing the captivating Northern Lights. With its
stunning landscapes, vibrant culture, and welcoming locals, Iceland holds the key
to an otherworldly adventure. Start planning your short trip now and prepare to be
mesmerized by the dancing ribbons of colorful light dancing across the Icelandic
sky.
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In October 2013, two accountants and a normal human being visited Iceland,
looking for the beauty of its surroundings, the warmth of its people and the
possibility of the famous Northern Lights. While they were there they stumbled
across deserts, sandstorms, an outdoor swimming pool on the side of a
mountain, and some fine quality soups. It all seemed worthy of writing a book
about, so I did.

What the critics say:
"You should sell it" - My Mom
"My mate Geoff says it's really good" - My Dad
"Did you really just compare a major world religion to the Macarena?"
"Loved the chapter where you described, in detail, how you drove to nowhere in
the dark"
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